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ABSTRACT

Despite advances in software engineering methods and tools, understanding what software components do and ensuring that they work well together remains difficult. This is chiefly due to the lack of support for specifying component interfaces and software compositions formally. Due to these shortcomings, composed systems are subject to incompatibility errors, and software developers struggle to retrieve and understand relevant reusable entities. Constructs recently added to the Unified Modeling Language (UML) supported by validation tools can detect and solve behavioural incompatibility issues, while integrated support for characterisation using ontological techniques can describe what a component does. This paper presents a comprehensive software engineering framework that supports software composition at design time and runtime with compatibility guarantees. Our main contributions are (a) a model-driven development approach that combines UML modelling and ontology techniques for the specification of component properties, their validation and their transformation to code, (b) a middleware platform that supports component discovery, compatibility checking and deployment. Following the proposed approach gives benefits for software engineering, in particular in settings where multiple stakeholders are involved.
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1 Introduction

One of the core challenges of component-based software engineering is to find practical ways to model components independently of each other, so that components can be composed into well functioning systems. Software composition in general involves static composition at design time as well as dynamic discovery and binding at runtime. Although many ideas introduced by architecture definition languages [1] were adopted by UML 2 [2], engineering methods and tools still lack support for specifying component interfaces and software compositions formally. UML is a widely recognized and used modelling standard, and therefore offers a promising basis for the modelling and validation of component-based software. The UML 2 collaboration concept does indeed provide a structured way to define partial functionalities in terms of collaborating roles. It allows system parts to be modelled as collaboration roles and interface behaviour to be specified using interactions, activity diagrams and state machines as explained in [3,4,5,6]. Moreover it provides means to compose and decompose systems and to bind collaboration roles to classifiers that define system components. In this way, UML collaborations directly support modelling and composition at design time. Beyond modelling, collaborations also enable composed software systems to be analysed for errors so that correctness can be ensured at a very early stage. Implementations and other models needed at runtime may subsequently be automatically generated for a range of different platforms.

Another challenge of component-based software engineering is to provide better tools for developers and users to retrieve and reuse components. When the number of components becomes large, one needs to devise techniques to characterize components that ease the burden of searching and selecting. Interfaces and components are usually described informally, making the search after components that support a set of desired functionalities cumbersome. Models in UML or other formal languages might facilitate understanding, but still retrieving components and grasping their meanings based on detailed
behave. A promising solution is to make use of ontologies. Ontology-based techniques provide a means to describe and reason on the purpose of software entities, and is complementary with the description of detailed behaviours specified using UML [7,8].

In this paper we present the results of SIMS, a joint European research project with seven partners from industry and academia [9]. SIMS has addressed software composition and validation from both the theoretical and practical perspectives. It proposes a comprehensive software engineering framework that combines the UML and ontology-based techniques in order to support the engineering of component-based software and ensure compatibility guarantees in open development and runtime environments. UML is used to ensure behavioural compatibility between software components, i.e. the correctness of interactions between components in a composition, while ontologies are used to ensure semantic compatibility, i.e. the consistent purpose of components. In this paper, we introduce the following contributions from SIMS:

- A UML-based approach for the formal definition of component interfaces and compositions. These descriptions overcome the limitations of static interface descriptions and informal composition specifications that are typically used in component-based technologies and contemporary service-oriented technologies.
- An ontology-based approach for specifying the goals of components, the goals of their compositions and other properties relevant for deployment and composition. The approach supports a formal characterization of software components.
- Incremental validation techniques that ensure the well-formedness of interfaces, the compliance between service components and interfaces, the behavioural compatibility between components and the correctness of compositions. These techniques are integrated in the development process and are presented using concepts for modelling behaviour that the developers are familiar with.
- Ontology-based based methods for matching and differentiating components against the user intentions. These methods are used during different phases of the development lifecycle and at runtime. For example, it is possible to reason on properties such as component intention and required device capabilities.
- A set of integrated development tools built upon the Eclipse platform. The tools support component discovery, modelling, validation and code generation.
- A middleware platform that supports component discovery based on desired behavioural characteristics, component deployment, compatibility checking and binding at runtime.

In addition, we describe a case study performed in a real development setting for the engineering of mobile services by an experienced industry partner. The results of the case study demonstrate the viability of the SIMS approach, but also identify shortcomings that require further work. Note that the theoretical and methodological project results are also applicable to other domains than mobile services. This is illustrated by the tutorial example used throughout the article.

In this paper we present a retrospective on the overall engineering approach and conclusions of the SIMS project. Due to space limitations we cannot go into full detail of the approach. We provide references to publications where more details can be found.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 motivates for the SIMS approach from the viewpoint of a software marketplace. Section 3 provides an overview of the approach. It also introduces the SIMS conceptual model. In particular, we introduce the concept of collaborative services. Sections 4 to 7 present the SIMS development approach. We first provide an overall introduction to the various models and techniques the developer has to deal with (section 4). Service specification and design using UML are presented in section 4, the specification of the semantics using ontology in section 5, and the validation techniques in section 6. The SIMS toolset that supports the development approach is introduced in section 7. Further, we present the project results related to runtime, i.e. the SIMS middleware platform, in section 8. In section 9, we describe the assessment of the approach and discuss the lessons learned. Related works are analyzed in section 10. Finally, section 11 presents conclusions and outlook for future work.

2 Motivation from the perspective of a software marketplace

A software marketplace is an ecosystem where specifiers, component developers and end users meet to publish and retrieve information related to software components. Take the domain of travel services
that many of us experience when we search for destinations, book travel and reserve hotel rooms. The software developed for this domain could constitute a large international software marketplace: the end users and software systems are global; the basic elements include searching, offering, ordering and payment of travel services, and are well understood. We use this domain to exemplify our approach, and assume the existence of an open marketplace for software components which developers can sell and distribute their software through.

Establishing and maintaining understanding and trust between the stakeholders is paramount to the success of any marketplace. Mutual understanding and trust are influenced by many non-technical issues including culture, business norms, laws, rules and regulations. But also technical issues related to software are important: understanding what software components do, and trusting that they can work well together to produce a desired result. The SIMS approach ensures trust by supporting the modelling and validation of behaviour, while the integrated use of ontologies helps those involved to understand what the components do.

We motivate for the SIMS approach by exemplifying what can be gained by the stakeholders. Figure 2.1 below gives an overview of the stakeholders and key elements of a marketplace, such as the existence of a repository of software specifications and a repository of components that comply with the specifications.

**Figure 2.1: Players in the software marketplace**

The stakeholders, their interest in the marketplace and their potential gains from SIMS are as follows:

- **Specifiers** set standards in the form of software specifications. An international body such as the World Tourism Organisation UNWTO might publish an international standard of a service that gets your luggage to your hotel room without you having to pick it up yourself; they are interested in promoting international tourism by ensuring that this functionality is offered according to their standards, and want to ensure that the standards indeed are followed.

- **Component developers** are stakeholders that develop software components that should comply with specifications. In our domain they could for instance be makers of mobile data terminals like WiPath [10] that make components enabling taxi drivers to pick up luggage and drive it to designated hotels; such developers need to check that their components fulfil the specifications, and work well with other components installed at e.g. hotels and airports.

- **Service participants**, i.e. users, install and use software components in order to collaborate in specified services. They could for instance be independent taxi drivers installing components on their mobile devices to help identify and acknowledge luggage pickup and delivery. Other service participants could be luggage handlers at airports or hotel piccolos. The service participants need to discover compatible software components to install so that they can get business from taking part in the luggage transport service.

An additional element for the well-functioning of a marketplace is a governing body which we call the Marketplace Authority; this acts as a trusted authority to ensure the integrity of the marketplace for the benefit of all players. The Travel and Tourism Research Association (TTRA) could play this role in our example domain; they should ensure that specifications are unambiguous and verifiable, that
components offered on the marketplace are indeed compliant with the specifications, and collect information about the installation or use of components.

As noted above, the well-functioning of a software marketplace sets a number of requirements to the methods and tools used:

- The proper working of a software marketplace requires standardisation of the terminology of the domain. This is where ontology techniques come in to establish a common meaning of terms. For instance what a confirmation of a luggage pick-up is about.
- Software specifications should express unambiguously and in a verifiable manner the interaction behaviour between components that collaborate in a service. For instance the interaction between the taxi role and the piccolo role should be formally specified.
- The behaviour of components should be verified against specifications, so that it is clear if, say, a certain taxi system complies with the specification of the luggage pickup service.
- Underlying middleware systems should support end users in discovering software components that fulfil new needs. For instance, taxi drivers that pick up travellers at airports through orders from Hotels.com may discover components that enable them to take part in the luggage pickup service.
- Underlying middleware systems should support consistency checking between components assembled at runtime. As end users are offered the ability to discover and easily deploy new functionalities, strengthened support for ensuring compatibility guarantees should be provided.

These requirements are addressed by the SIMS approach presented in the following sections.

3 Introduction to SIMS service engineering approach

This section presents the concepts underlying the SIMS service engineering approach and introduces the modelling and validation techniques. More details are presented in sections 4, 5 and 6.

3.1 Main service concepts

The central concept of SIMS is the concept of collaborative service. Collaborative services deliver some functionality to service users in the system environment. They result from the collaboration, i.e. interactions, between autonomous entities that may take initiatives concurrently. A collaborative service may involve multiple users, i.e. service participants. In the following we simply use the short term “service” to mean collaborative service.

The main concepts in SIMS and their relationships are represented in the model shown in Figure 3.1. Additional concepts will be introduced later in this paper. The full SIMS conceptual model can be found in [11]. A service results from the collaboration of several distributed service roles, and each service role specifies a partial autonomous behaviour in a service. Service roles collaborate through semantic interfaces. A semantic interface specifies the interaction behaviour of a service role at a connection endpoint, as well as goals that represent the desired outcome of that interaction behaviour. The structure of a service is modelled by a composite collaboration that describes which service roles co-operate in the service and the relationships between them. Composite collaborations are composed of elementary collaborations that describe a co-operation between exactly two semantic interfaces. Goals are also associated to collaborations representing the desired outcome of the collaboration. Finally, a component is an implementation entity that realizes the partial service behaviour described by a service role. Beyond the service role behaviour, a component also realizes a platform dependent behaviour, e.g. support for binding service role interfaces.

We model services using UML2 collaborations. Collaborations and collaboration entities are annotated with ontological descriptions that express the “real-world” semantics of some of the entities in the collaborations. Colours in Figure 3.1 indicate whether UML, ontology descriptions that we call ontology-driven artefacts (ODA), or both are used to represent them. More details about collaborations and collaboration entities, and ontologies and ODAs are presented in sections 4 and 5.
3.2 The concept of collaborative services

The Service Oriented Architecture paradigm (SOA) is increasingly gaining acceptance, influencing the way people understand and define services [12]. However, one should be aware of other definitions of services, such as that of collaborative services which is adopted in our approach. In SOA, a service is a functionality provided by a service provider to a service consumer. This service provider is normally a “passive object” in the sense that it never takes any initiatives towards a service user. It merely awaits requests and responds to them. Collaborative services on the other hand are performed by “objects” that may take initiatives towards the service users. This is typical for telecom services, but also for other types of services such as context-aware services, notification services and ambient intelligence. Such services in general entail a collaboration among several active objects, and therefore we call them collaborative services. For example, in a travel service, several participants such as traveller, hotel and taxi might all take initiatives such as retrieving plane traffic information or planning and engaging in traveller pick-up.

The service provider is an important concept in SOA that differentiates SOA from component-based architectures: while the owner of a component-based application is responsible for the instantiation of software components, the service provider is responsible for the creation and management of services (and thus of the systems and components providing these services). In the same way in our approach, we allow different owners to take part in a collaborative service. Each component in a collaborative service can be created and managed by different parties. The role of these parties is however not restricted to a provider role, as each party may potentially take an initiative at any time. Thus each party can be a provider and consumer at the same time.

Note that the SIMS approach can be applied to specify services in the SOA sense. In that case, the SOA service would be modelled by a semantic interface in SIMS. The SIMS approach makes it possible to specify and design both the provider and consumer sides.

3.3 Modelling and validation approach at a glance

We distinguish between service specification, design and realisation. Service specification focuses on the intention of services and external properties including service structure and interactions between service roles. Design addresses the internal functionality of service roles, and realisation the implementation to specific platforms. By making this separation, specifiers are able to focus on the service logic rather than on realisation and unnecessary implementation details. The separation also fits in well with open development environments. Different stakeholder roles, as introduced in section 2, are involved in these activities. Service specification is the responsibility of specifiers, while realisation is the responsibility of component developers. Several developers can contribute to the realisation of a service. Design is an activity that can either be performed by specifiers or by component developers, depending on whether detailed functional models are open, i.e. can published in the software marketplace, or proprietary. Our modelling approach supports the separation of the service engineering.
activities. Moreover, our validation techniques allow stakeholders to check their models and thus guarantee the quality of results they deliver to other stakeholders.

To facilitate the understanding of the SIMS service engineering techniques and the relationships between them, we have described three development processes: the top-down, bottom-up and reuse approaches. The top-down approach, further described in this section, can be applied when a service is defined from scratch. It progresses by refinement, starting from a high-level specification of the system, and resulting in a fine-grained specification of the interfaces and service role behaviours. The bottom-up approach is a kind of re-engineering approach that supports creating SIMS components out of non-SIMS components. The reuse approach highlights the reuse of existing service specifications. Other processes that exploit SIMS techniques might also be defined. For example, iterations supporting the refinement of specifications might be introduced in the top-down approach.

The main steps of the top-down approach are shown in Figure 3.2. In each step, UML and ontologies can be used to model services and service entities, and validation is applied on the specifications to ensure consistency and compatibility. Using validation at each step, errors can be corrected before refinement in the next step. In particular all models are validated before implementation, hence allowing us to shorten the development time through early error detection and correction.

We assume that the service specifier starts from an informal description of the service. As illustrated in Figure 3.2 (task 1), he then specifies a service ODA, i.e. a formal ontology-based description that describes the functionality of the service from the end-user viewpoint. This formal description can be exploited in the discovery of existing reusable service specifications. From the informal description of the service, the specifier identifies the different roles and functionality involved in the service, and specifies the structure of the service. He also specifies ontology-based descriptions for these entities and makes use of the validation techniques to check the consistency of the ontology-based descriptions associated to a service. Further he proceeds by refinement, specifying first the overall properties of the service such as goal sequences that describe the intention of the service (task 2), and the external properties of the service components such as semantic interfaces and their goals (task 3). At that stage, he can check the well-formedness of the specifications, i.e. no symptom of errors should be present, and check the compatibility between interfaces.

Based on the specification of the service, the component developer defines the internal service functionality, i.e. the service role behaviours (task 4). At that stage, he can check the compliancy between external and internal service properties. He also defines a service role ODA. This ontology-based description may be later exploited for reuse or semantic compatibility checking. When all specifications have been validated, the implementation code for service roles and other runtime representations can be generated (task 5). The component developer refines this code, if needed, and defines a component ODA. This ontology-based description will be used to facilitate component discovery.
4 Service specification and design

This section addresses service specification and design using UML. We exploit collaborations (composite structure diagrams) to model the structural properties of services, and state machines and activity diagrams to model the behavioural properties. We distinguish between the external behavioural properties, i.e. goal sequences and semantic interfaces, and the internal behavioural properties, i.e. service roles. External properties are useful for understanding and validating a service composition, and internal properties for understanding service realizations and checking compliancy of a realization with respect to a composition. Our approach introduces a number of diagram views, which takes some effort to grasp. However, they keep separate different concerns, e.g. service intention and detailed behaviour. Also, elementary collaborations and semantic interfaces describe reusable entities. We provide tools allowing developers to maintain consistency between views. They will be presented in section 6.

4.1 Collaborations

As explained in section 3, we model services using UML2 collaborations. We distinguish between composite collaborations that specify the service structure and elementary collaborations that specify interactions between two parts. These concepts, as well as the concepts of service roles, semantic interfaces and goals introduced in section 3, are illustrated in Figure 4.1.

The composite collaboration modelled in Figure 4.1a specifies a travel reservation service. It involves three service roles: Travel Agency, Hotel and Plane, and refers to two elementary collaborations: ReserveHotel and ReservePlane. Each service role is bound to one or more semantic interfaces defined in the elementary collaborations used by the composite collaboration. For instance, the service role Travel Agency is bound to the semantic interfaces iResHotel and iResPlane. The composite collaboration is annotated with an ontological description, what we call service ontology-driven artefact (service ODA), that describes the meaning of a service (see section 5).
The elementary collaborations are modelled in Figure 4.1b. Each elementary collaboration refers to two semantic interfaces. The arrow between the semantic interfaces indicates which of them initiates the interaction (i.e., sends the first message). Elementary collaborations define one or more goals that represent desired outcomes of the collaboration. For example, `RoomReserved` or `OptionOnRoom` are goals that might be achieved by `ReserveHotel`. Note that goals are not necessarily achieved during an interaction, e.g., the hotel may not have any rooms left.

![Diagram of composite and elementary collaborations](image-url)

**Figure 4.1:** Composite and elementary collaborations

### 4.2 Goal Sequences

A goal sequence is a high level specification of a desirable behaviour. It specifies how goals depend on each other in terms of preconditions. Beyond providing an intuitive description of the intention of a service or service role, goal sequences are used to verify that a composition is live, i.e., to check that something useful may be achieved in a service. We distinguish between **Collaboration Goal Sequences** and **Role Goal Sequences**. The former applies to a composite collaboration and relates to elementary collaboration goals; the latter applies to a service role and relates to the semantic interface goals. A collaboration goal sequence describes something useful that can be achieved in a collaborative service, and how it should be achieved, i.e., how goals should be sequenced. A role goal sequence specifies the pre-conditions between goals at the service role level. It specifies how the service role should sequence the goals of its semantic interfaces.

Collaboration and role goal sequences are specified using activity diagrams, where each activity represents a goal to be achieved (i.e., the behaviour to be performed in order to fulfil that goal). Concerning collaboration goal sequences, each activity refers by name to a particular collaboration use of the composite collaboration. Concerning role goal sequences, each activity refers by name to a particular semantic interface bound to the corresponding service role. More details about goal sequences can be found in [13].

Goal sequences are illustrated in Figure 4.2. The service shown here extends the travel reservation service of Figure 4.1. It specifies the collaboration between the Travel Agency and the Traveller and involves payment facilities via a `Bank`. The intention of this service is described by the collaboration goal sequence in Figure 4.2b. The traveller reserves the travel, contacts the bank which, in turn, pays the travel; confirmation of payment and booking is then sent to the traveller. In Figure 4.2c we illustrate that the role goal sequence is a subset of the collaboration goal sequence, focusing on the goals relevant to a particular service role. Here the role goal sequence for the `Bank` has to order the following goals: being contacted, then perform payment, then confirm payment.
4.3 Semantic interfaces

Semantic interfaces describe the detailed behaviour of a service role at a connection endpoint, i.e. in a collaboration with another service role. They are also used to validate a service: when two service roles interact with each other, compatibility checks can be applied on complementary semantic interfaces to ensure a consistent interaction. Furthermore, goals are attached to the behaviour described by a semantic interface, allowing one to specify how a semantic interface contributes to achieving the goals of a collaboration.

Semantic interfaces are specified using UML state machines, with message passing semantics: triggers of a transition specify a reception of a message, while effects specify a sending of a message. Stereotype <<goal>> states are introduced to specify that a particular goal is achieved in the interaction at this point. For instance, in Figure 4.3, the goal RoomReserved is achieved once a room has been reserved and the reference sent back. Another desirable behaviour is achieved through the goal OptionOnRoom when an option on a room is taken. Note that a <<goal>> state has exactly one outgoing transition, stereotyped <<transitionGoal>>. This transition is instantaneous, meaning that it always occurs, and at once, i.e. before any other event.

We draw attention to two important issues regarding the goals and how they relate to the behaviour of a semantic interface. First of all, different behaviours can lead to the same goal: for instance to achieve the goal RoomReserved, it is possible to ask for available dates and reserve the room, or give the reference of an option on a room that was made earlier, and reserve the room if the option is still valid.
(shown in the upper part of the state machine of iHotel). Secondly, some behaviour can still occur at the semantic interface after a goal has been reached, e.g. clean-up messages (for instance closing a session). Hence achieving a goal does not necessarily imply termination of interaction behaviour.

### 4.4 Service role

While the previous section presented the specification of a service, this section addresses its detailed design. A service role captures the behaviour of a component in a service. Semantic interfaces and goal sequences characterize the external properties of a service role. A service role can be bound to a number of semantic interfaces, which each appear as ports on the service role. The detailed behaviour of a service role is specified using state machines, with message passing semantics: the state machine of a service role describes the messages the service role may exchange with its environment. Ports on which messages are sent or received must be specified. We also allow the use of timers and deferred messages, i.e. the message consumption is postponed to a later state. Examples can be found in [11, 14].

### 5 Using ontologies at design time

To complement UML models which describe the detailed structure and behaviour of services, we exploit ontology-based modelling to express the “real world” semantics of services and service entities. In this section, we introduce the SIMS ontology approach. We first present what ontologies are defined, then we explain how ontologies can be exploited at design time. In section 8, we discuss how ontologies are exploited at runtime.

#### 5.1 Ontology and ontology-driven artefacts

We differentiate between two ontology layers: 1. the domain ontology that defines concepts related to a specific service domain, e.g. the travel domain or the telecommunication domain, 2. the ontology-driven artefacts (ODAs) that define service entities in that domain. ODAs are expressed using domain ontology concepts. Both ontology layers are expressed using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [15].

A domain ontology serves as a terminology when describing the meaning of services and other entities related to services such as roles or user preferences (see Figure 3.1). It contains a set of concepts from a specific domain, such as objects which are part of the domain, actions which are taken in the domain, activities of users, functionality provided by underlying platforms and attributes of all of those. Domain ontologies are normally not specified as part of the service development process. They are defined by domain experts prior to service modelling.

Our approach to ontologies is domain-customizable, allowing different domain ontologies to be used depending on the domain(s) of the service being modelled. As an example, we have developed an ontology for the telecommunication service domain [16], as well as a toy ontology related to the travel domain for illustration purposes, and a toy ontology related to the transport delivery domain needed by the case study in our assessment (see section 9). Based on the development of these ontologies and their applications in the case study, we have extracted a set of guidelines for creating, extending and merging ontologies [17]. The domain ontology should contain taxonomies of concepts that can be assigned to the different kinds of service entities, e.g. services, goals or components, in a domain.

The semantics of the modelled service entities is expressed by means of ontology-driven artefacts (ODAs). For example, we define an ODA to describe in domain-specific terms what a particular service component is capable of. We also define an ODA to describe the meaning of the goals that can be achieved by a particular semantic interface. ODA descriptions are built using the concepts, relations and properties defined in one or several ontologies. They are therefore understandable by the persons who understand the domain concepts. ODAs are described formally. Using OWL, an ODA is defined as a class constructed from domain ontology concepts bound together using OWL class constructors.

Our approach requires the ODAs to follow a specific structure, which we call the SIMS ontology meta-model [18]. The meta-model defines a simpler modelling environment than full OWL. It only uses a subset of OWL class constructors, aiming at facilitating the understanding of ODAs. The meta-model supports mixing concepts from different domains when building descriptions of service entities. Conformance to the meta-model contributes to the quality of the ontology. It is required by the design time tools and the SIMS middleware.
5.2 ODA types

As shown in Figure 3.1, various service entities are modelled using ontologies. We introduce a set of ODA types that are used for modelling entities. The types are themselves defined in a domain independent ontology, the ontology of SIMS entities. The ODA types are listed below. For each ODA type, we exemplify what information can be associated to the type in the case the travel service domain ontology is used:

- **Service ODA.** This ODA type describes the type of service (e.g., hotel or plane reservation service) along with its attributes (e.g., available accommodation types or possible routes).
- **Service Role ODA.** This ODA type describes the kind of role played in a service or a set of services (e.g., a travel agency or a bank).
- **Elementary collaboration goal ODA.** This ODA type describes the goals that can be achieved in an elementary collaboration (e.g., booking of a plane or reservation of a restaurant).
- **Role goal ODA.** This ODA type describes the goals that can be achieved by a semantic interface in an elementary collaboration (e.g., credit card payment for a service). The concepts of role goal ODA and elementary collaboration goal ODA are close concepts, but relate to different entities. Further the role goal ODA may indicate whether a semantic interface is initiating or not.
- **Component ODA.** This ODA type describes the features of a component (e.g., a service it contributes to, or the goals which can be achieved by the component) and components’ requirements (e.g., requirements on the software and hardware platform).
- **Device ODA.** This ODA type describes capabilities of devices. It includes a description of the device category (e.g., smart phone, PDA or laptop) and its detailed characteristics (e.g., hardware features such as display and audio features or networking, and software features such as installed browser, available instant messaging applications or multimedia codecs).
- **User preferences ODA.** This ODA type describes the preferences of users on the service behaviour such as the goals a user wish to achieve or attributes of the service (e.g., services that fit a specific user disability). This ODA is used at runtime to facilitate component discovery.

Figure 5.1 presents a sample ODA of type **elementary collaboration goal**. The ODA describes a room reservation goal. The ODA is expressed using the Manchester OWL syntax [19].

```
RoomReservation EquivalentTo:
    Reservation made
        that appliesTo some (Room
            that isLocatedIn some (Hotel
                that offersFacility some SwimmingPool
                and offersFacility some Bar
                and offersFacility some (InternetAccess that isProvidedBy some WiFi))
            and isEquippedWith some TelevisionSet
            and isEquippedWith some AirConditioning)
```

**Figure 5.1: Elementary collaboration goal ODA**

5.3 Applications of ODAs

We have identified several applications of ODAs at design time. These applications can be classified in three groups: reuse, consistency checking and documentation. A subset of the application use cases are described in the following. More use cases can be found in [18].

Reuse of entities in complex systems is hampered by the high number of entities that can potentially be reused. By building ODAs for reusable entities, new ways of searching for these entities become available. **Semantic queries**, i.e., questions made with use of ontologies, can be made to find entities that fulfil the developer requirements. For example, the developer can make a query for all components that realize a specific functionality, such as *reserve hotel room*. A more advanced searching technique is to find entities of a particular ODA type compatible with entities of another ODA type. For example, the developer can search for all components that require specific device features, or for all services that...
can be used to achieve a specific goal, or for all components which can collaborate with a specific component in a service.

ODA-based consistency checking is complementary to the validation of behavioural consistency of detailed service behaviour (see section 6). For example, while the validation approach allows the developer to check that two interfaces might achieve complementary goals at some stage in a service, ODA reasoning makes it possible to check that these goals are semantically consistent. Another example relates to checking the consistency between the capabilities required by a service or a service component and the capabilities provided by a device.

As far as documentation is concerned, ODAs can be processed and transformed into a form that is easier to understand by the developers. We both support the generation of natural language descriptions that explain what ODAs are about, and the Manchester OWL syntax [19]. The Manchester OWL syntax is more precise that natural language and is a useful tool when creating ODAs, since the complete structure of the ODA can be shown.

5.4 Realization of the ODA use cases

To realize the functionality described by use cases presented in the previous sub-section, we have developed ODA matching techniques based on state-of-the-art matching techniques available for Semantic Web Services technologies [20, 21].

We exploit existing techniques to support the matching of ODAs of the same type, e.g., matching of ODAs of a service ODA type. If \( A \) (Advertisement) represents the ODA associated to an entity stored in a repository, and \( R \) (Request) a query for an entity of the same type expressed by the developer, we support three kinds of matching: exact matching (when \( A = R \)), plug-in matching meaning that the advertisement is a sub-concept of the request (when \( A \sqsubseteq R \)), and subsumption matching meaning that the request is a sub-concept of the advertisement (when \( R \sqsubseteq A \)). For instance if \( R \) denotes the desired feature of a service, plug-in matching is used to identify appropriate services. This matching technique is for discovery and reuse of existing service entities (e.g., components).

We have extended matching techniques to support the matching of ODAs of different types, e.g., matching of component ODA and device ODA. We first need to extract the parts of the ODA class expression which describes the same class of objects. For example, we might extract the information related to device requirements from a component ODA in order to check the compatibility between a component and a device. This extraction results in a new ODA that can be compared against the device ODA. The same matching techniques as described above, i.e. exact matching, plug-in matching and subsumption matching, can the be applied.

Matching, in either case, takes advantage of the reasoning capabilities provided by the underlying ontology platform that includes the off-the-shelf reasoning engine Pellet [22]. Reasoning allows discovering ‘compatibility’ of descriptions even if they are syntactically different. For example, the goal shown in Figure 5.1 relates, among others, to a hotel room that offers “WiFi”. By using reasoning, this goal will be discovered in a query that describes a “wireless-based Internet access” because WiFi is wireless. It will also be discovered if the Internet access type is not specified at all. This matching technique is applied for consistency checking.

To generate a natural language description of an ODA, we make an analysis of the ODA structure: we collect the concepts and relations the ODA contains, and we check how they are used within restrictions and class constructs such as intersections and unions. While the names of the classes and relations are used as a source of vocabulary for the natural language description, the structure of the restrictions and class constructs are transformed to conjunctions, e.g. “that”, “and” and “or”, that bind the classes in correct sentences. This technique is applied for documentation purposes.

6 Validation of behaviour

SIMS validation techniques exploit the UML specifications to check the safety and liveness properties of services, i.e. checking that “bad things never can happen” and “something good can sometimes happen” [23]. Validation is applied incrementally, first on pairs of semantic interfaces in an elementary collaboration, then on a composition. We also provide techniques for checking the compliancy between service roles and a service composition. A major concern in our work has been to develop techniques that can be applied at design time, but also at runtime, thus supporting consistency checking of dynamically composed services. Runtime validation requires algorithmic complexity to be kept low,
or analysis of small state spaces. Another concern has been to integrate the validation approach in the development process and use concepts that are easy to use and understand by software developers. As few software developers have competence in formal methods, we have chosen to present the validation techniques using UML concepts for behaviour modelling that the developers are familiar with.

6.1 Semantic interface compatibility

As elementary collaborations are composed in composite collaborations, the consistency of elementary collaborations is a pre-requisite for the consistency of composite collaborations. The validation of elementary collaborations consists of two steps: checking the well-formedness of semantic interfaces and checking their duality.

Checking the well-formedness of semantic interfaces allows the service specifier to detect design flaws and to avoid the insertion of ambiguous behaviours. Further, the consistency checking algorithms can be simplified as well-formedness rules out special cases of behaviour. A semantic interface is well-formed if it does not exhibit any ambiguous behaviour or unresolved conflicting behaviour [24]. An ambiguity occurs when an external observer (or an interacting semantic interface) is not able to determine the expected behaviour of the semantic interface. Conflicting behaviour result from mixed initiatives, i.e. when two semantic interfaces take the initiative to interact simultaneously and select different behaviours. Semantic interfaces must be specified such that conflicts are detected and resolved.

The second step of validation verifies that the semantic interfaces of an elementary collaboration are dual, i.e. fully compatible. By compatible, we mean that the semantic interfaces interact consistently: every sent message is received and consumed, and the semantic interfaces are able to reach a common goal, i.e. goals that match in the ontological sense (see section 5.3). By fully compatible, we mean that all behaviours specified by the semantic interfaces have a chance to occur during interaction. Dual interfaces can be automatically generated. Our tools support that generation, and thus only one of the semantic interfaces in an elementary collaboration needs to be specified manually. In that case there is no need to apply the second step of validation. Examples of dual interfaces can be found in [14].

Beyond duality, we also define the subtyping relation between semantic interfaces. Two semantic interfaces are in a subtype-supertype relationship if the subtype can replace the supertype in any interaction with another semantic interface, without violating compatibility. This relation is exploited during the compliance check between a service role and a semantic interface (see section 6.3). The main idea of subtyping is that the subtype sends less and receives more messages than its supertype; it is also able to achieve at least one goal of the supertype, and cannot add new behaviour, nor remove behaviour that achieves a goal of the supertype.

6.2 Safe and live composition

The compatibility between pair of semantic interfaces is not sufficient for guaranteeing the consistency of a composition. As service roles interact through multiple semantic interfaces with other service roles, we need to check that the service roles coordinate their semantic interfaces in a consistent manner, ensuring a safe and live composition. We introduce semantic interface dependencies to check safe composition, while we make use of collaboration goal sequences to validate live composition.

6.2.1 Semantic interface dependencies

Semantic interface dependencies capture temporal relations between semantic interfaces bound to a service role. We use them to ensure that no safety errors are introduced when composing elementary collaborations. This section provides an overview of the concept. More details can be found in [11].

We distinguish between three kinds of dependencies between the semantic interfaces provided by a service role. These dependencies are computed from the behaviour of the service role. Figure 6.1 illustrates the three kinds of dependencies:

- Two semantic interfaces are in sequence when their behaviour is executed in sequence.
- Two semantic interfaces are interdependent when one semantic interface is, at one point of its behaviour, waiting for an action to happen on the other semantic interface. In the example of Figure 6.1b, Travel Agency will ask for available rooms to Hotel, pause this interaction to ask Plane for available seats, and come back to Hotel to actually reserve the room.


- Two semantic interfaces are in parallel when there is no temporal dependency between them. For example, Travel Agency will reserve the room and the seat in the plane in parallel, without interrupting the interaction with Hotel or Plane.

![Diagram of semantic interface dependencies](image)

**Figure 6.1: Semantic interface dependencies**

Beyond these interface dependencies internal to a service role, we also consider external dependencies that represent interactions between semantic interfaces in a collaboration. To check the consistency of a composition, we build a directed graph of semantic interface dependencies. We call this graph “dependency graph”. For example, in Figure 6.2, the graph includes sequence, interdependency and external dependencies. We have identified a set of constraints that a composition should enforce to be safe. Two connected service roles should interact consistently. For example, they should sequence their semantic interfaces in the same order. In addition, to avoid deadlock among several service roles, the graph should not contain any cycle [25].

![Diagram of dependency graph](image)

**Figure 6.2: Semantic interface dependencies and dependency graph**

When an error in the dependency graph is detected, different decisions can be taken:

- At design time, and when the designer has access to all service role models, service roles can be re-designed such that they sequence their semantic interfaces in a different way. For instance, the Tour Operator can be redesigned to either sequence iHotel and iPlane as the Travel Agency, or to run them in parallel.
- At runtime, or at design time when the designer has not access to all service role models (e.g. when several stakeholders take part in the design of service roles), the composition should be discarded. Alternative service roles with different semantic interface dependencies, if any, might be selected.
- When a single stakeholder has control over the entire service development, elementary collaborations can also be re-designed. For example, two elementary collaborations might be grouped in order to handle potential deadlock situations as part of the new elementary collaboration.

6.2.2 Well-formedness of collaboration goal sequences

A collaboration goal sequence is well-formed when two goals in sequence belong to two elementary collaboration uses that have at least one service role in common in the composite collaboration. This
kind of well-formedness ensures that information about the achievement of goals is propagated through the service roles in a collaboration, and is required for the liveness of a composition. Unlike collaboration goal sequences, we do not need to introduce the concept of well-formedness for role goal sequences. The well-formedness of collaboration goal sequences is sufficient.

### 6.3 Service role compliancy

Service roles should properly realize the external behaviour specified by the composite collaboration. The validation of a service role consists of two tasks: 1) checking the compliancy between the service role and its semantic interfaces and 2) checking the compliancy of the service role and its role goal sequence.

The first check verifies that the service role behaves according to the semantic interfaces to which the service role is bound to in the composite collaboration. This check is performed in three main steps. Figure 6.3 illustrates these steps:

1. The behaviour of the service role is projected on a given port. The projection is a transformation that derives the interaction behaviour of the service role on one of its port. This transformation maintains the observable behaviour on the port meaning that a service role and its projected interface role can send and receive the same sequence of signals on the port. The projection hides internal action of the service role as well as interactions on other ports.

2. The well-formedness of the projected interface role is checked (section 6.1). If the projected interface role is not well-formed, the service role should be redesigned.

3. The projected interface role is checked to be a subtype (see section 6.1) of the semantic interface typing the service role port. If no subtype relation is found, the service role should be redesigned.

![Figure 6.3: Compliancy of a service role with its semantic interfaces](image)

The second check relates to the role goal sequence. The role goal sequence is a subset of the collaboration goal sequence that only includes the goals related to semantic interfaces of the service role (see section 4.2). A service role is compliant with the role goal sequence if it respects the pre-conditions set on goals by that role goal sequence. Thus the role goal sequence constrains how goals can be achieved in a service role. We illustrate this compliancy with the service role *Travel Agency*. Figure 6.4a shows the sequence of goals realized by that service role. Figure 6.4b shows the role goal sequence for this service role: reserve a hotel room and a seat in a plane before the travel is actually planned. The role goal sequence does not impose any constraint on the goals *RoomReserved* and *SeatReserved*: hence the service role can achieve the goals in either order, which is what the sequence of projected goals does. Concerning the goal *TravelReserved*, the role goal sequence imposes that both *RoomReserved* and *SeatReserved* are achieved beforehand. Again, the service role respects this pre-condition.
7 Development tool chain

This section presents the tool chain that supports the development methods of SIMS applied following a top-down approach (see section 3.2). The main innovation of the tool chain is a unique combination of a UML2 collaboration editor, a UML2 state machine editor, a validation tool for checking the safety and liveness properties on the collaboration behaviour and an ontology-based tool for annotating the entities modelled in UML. Furthermore, the tool chain supports the automatic generation of SIMS middleware-compliant executable code and other runtime artefacts needed by the middleware for service discovery and compatibility checking. A comprehensive description of the tool chain can be found in [26, 27].

In line with the vision of an open service marketplace (see section 2), we distinguish between different users of the tool chain. Service specifiers use the development tool chain to model and validate service specifications. The tool chain also supports searching for existing models for reuse. Designers and component developers use the development tool chain to specify the service roles and the service components. The tool chain supports checking the compliancy of service roles against a service specification. It also supports the generation of component source code and runtime descriptors needed by the middleware to reason about components.

7.1 The architecture of the tools

The SIMS tool chain consists of a set of tools integrated so that the user experiences them as a single tool. It includes a UML2 Editor, a validation tool, an ontology-based tool called Artefact Wizard and a code generator. The basis for the tool chain is the Eclipse platform and its technologies EMF [28], GMF [29] and UML2 Tools [30]. The tools of the tool chain have been developed as separate plug-ins for Eclipse.

Figure 7.1 illustrates the architecture of the development chain and the interaction of a service developer with each tool in the tool chain. The editor and the validation tool use a common UML repository, whereas the Artefact Wizard uses its own XML format to store ontology-based descriptions. The tool plug-ins interact with each other through extension points. Extension points are a mechanism exploited in Eclipse to support loose coupling between component plug-ins. An extension point declares a function point that other plug-ins can connect to. For instance, the validation tool connects to the extension point provided by the Artefact Wizard in order to exploit ODA-based consistency checking.
7.2 UML2 Editor

The UML2 editor consists of five graphical editors that support the creation of the UML models required by the SIMS service engineering approach (see section 3): the Composite Collaboration Editor, the Elementary Collaboration Editor, the State Machine Editor, the Goal Sequences Editor and the Service Component Editor. The graphical editors have a common user interface structure including a drawing pane and a palette.

We use the subset UML2 model elements needed by the modelling approach. We introduce a SIMS-specific profile that allows us to distinguish between elementary and composite collaborations, to differentiate between initiating and responding interfaces and to define goal states. A challenge in our work has been to define a mapping between SIMS elements and UML2 elements. In particular, we found the definition of UML2 collaboration imprecise.

7.3 Artefact Wizard

A key function of the Artefact Wizard is to enable users not familiar with ontological techniques to create ODAs (see section 5). The tool supports a tree-based graphical editor that makes it easier to understand ODAs. By means of intuitive mechanisms such as the drag & drop technique, a user can link ontology concepts and relations to build ODAs. Beside ODA creation, the Artefact Wizard supports the management and reuse of ODAs, ODA-based validation and export of ODAs to the middleware repository. ODA definitions are encoded in formal OWL [15] and the tool supports the matching techniques introduced in section 5.4.

The tool interface is depicted in Figure 7.2. The interface consists of five parts: the repository view for browsing through artefacts that have been created, the artefact editor for creation of new artefacts, the artefact view for displaying artefacts using different representations, e.g. Manchester OWL syntax [19] or natural language, the ontology view for displaying the concepts defined in an ontology and the ontology concept description for explaining a selected ontological concept either in the artefact editor or the ontology view.

The ODA exemplified in the figure is the elementary collaboration goal ODA introduced in section 5.2. In the ODA editor part the ‘Room’ concept is selected. Its description is shown in the ontology concept description view. All relations available to this concept are present in the domain ontology view, e.g. “isLocatedIn” and “isEquippedWith”.
Validation tool

The validation tool implements the validation techniques introduced in section 6. It is based on the Ramses validation framework [31] that provides support for reasoning on state machines. Reasoning is done on the UML elements developed using the UML2 editor. Validation is initiated by the user. To do so, the user selects validation actions attached to the different UML graphical elements. When validation is triggered, a wizard is launched that leads the user through the validation check.

Code generator

Code generation is supported as part of the UML2 editor. Code generation can only be started when validation has been successfully performed. As the complete service role behaviours are modelled using state machines, complete java code compliant to the SIMS middleware can be generated. In addition to code, runtime descriptors are generated allowing the middleware to support service component discovery and compatibility checking at runtime (see section 8).

Runtime support

In addition to the development techniques presented in the previous sections, SIMS provides runtime support exploiting the validation and ontological techniques. The runtime support makes use of the existing middleware technology ActorFrame [32] and OSGi [33], extending them with mechanisms for discovery and component compatibility checking. Most importantly, information about service role compatibility provides novel opportunities for service discovery and role learning, which combined with ontological information on service components opens up for a new way of deploying components. Coined peer-triggered self-update, SIMS runtime support can achieve viral propagation of service components, offering component developers new and efficient ways of deploying their components.

Middleware functionality

The overall functionality of the SIMS middleware is shown in Figure 8.1. This includes:

- **Basic functions** include registration of devices, components, roles and users, as well as managing service sessions, role requests, role binding and messaging.
Discovery provides functionality to discover compatible components, to discover new service opportunities and to perform role learning. It makes use of the service provider’s repository to get information about service components and the validation support to check component compatibility. Discovery also exploits the ontology support to identify relevant service components among a large set of components.

Runtime validation includes checking compatibility or subtype relations between semantic interfaces and checking the consistency of a composition. It makes use of the ontology support. Currently, information about compatibility between service components is determined at design time.

Ontology support contains the ontology repository and provides different reasoning functionalities, e.g. checking the compatibility of two goals.

These functionalities are described in greater detail in the following sub-sections.

The SIMS middleware is built upon OSGi that provides basic component lifecycle support, such as launching components or downloading new components. For example, when a relevant service component is discovered through SIMS discovery mechanisms, it is downloaded using OSGi. The SIMS middleware also makes use of ActorFrame that provides support for the implementation of state machines, message-based communication and routing. The concepts of ActorFrame closely correspond to concepts defined in UML2, thereby facilitating the implementation of service roles and components.

8.1.1 Component registration

For the service discovery mechanisms to work, the middleware must know what service roles and semantic interfaces a running service component is able to play. The registration mechanism provides the middleware with this information. Equipped with runtime descriptors for role types derived from design time, the middleware is able to identify compatible components that can collaborate with the newly registered component. We have chosen to let the component developer decide if registration should be transparent for the end user. In some cases, for instance privacy reasons, the user may wish to conceal what is running on the device.

8.1.2 Establishing service sessions

A service session starts by an action from the user who decides to initiate a service. It relies on several mechanisms: service component instantiation, role request and role binding. A service session will always involve those three mechanisms before being established. Once a service session is established, the service roles use these channels to exchange service-specific messages.
Component instantiation occurs when a device is turned on or after explicit request from a user. The mechanisms of OSGi are used to launch components. We have implemented a local component browser to list SIMS components installed and running on a device.

Role request is a mechanism that enables a component to request another component to play a particular role in a service. The request indicates which service the requestor wishes to instantiate, what role it plays and which role the requested component is expected to play. The concept is illustrated in Figure 8.2. If the requested component decides that it can honour the request, the service role is instantiated, and a confirmation is sent back to the requestor. Otherwise, a denial is returned to the requestor. The denial might suggest alternative service roles that can be played. For instance, a service role that provides more advanced functionality may be proposed. Note that the address of the requested component can be obtained through discovery of compatible components, explained in section 8.1.3.

Role binding enables a pair of service roles to communicate with each other via their semantic interfaces. We say the two semantic interfaces are bound to each other. This principle enables the service logic of the service roles to address messages via their semantic interfaces, without having to know the address of the recipient component. The concept is illustrated in Figure 8.2. The binding takes place as part of the role request mechanism. Using the runtime descriptors for service roles and semantic interfaces, the middleware determines which semantic interfaces should be bound together.

Figure 8.2: Two semantic interfaces bound to each other

8.1.3 Discovery

The SIMS middleware supports three types of service discovery: discovery of compatible components, role learning and ontology-based service browsing.

Discovery of compatible components is about letting service components find service component instances with which they can successfully achieve service goals. This means that the collaborating service component instances can interact through compatible semantic interfaces in a consistent composition. The discovery of compatible components is an extension of traditional forms of service discovery supported by e.g. CORBA, JINI and Web Services, where the aim is to find servers for a client. In SIMS, discovery is based on semantic interfaces and dependencies between them rather than signatures of procedure calls. After successful discovery, the user can initiate services that behave in a consistent way.

Discovery of compatible components has some interesting side effects. For example, assume that we have designed and widely deployed a hotel reservation service involving two service roles “Guest” and “Hotel”, that the new service travel reservation with service roles “Traveller” and “Travel Agency” is deployed, and that validation proves that the old service role “Guest” also works safely and usefully with the “Travel Agency”. Using the SIMS middleware, a “Guest” searching for “Hotel” will also find candidates that play “Travel Agency”. This feature enables a service component to participate in a service it was initially not designed for.

Role learning is about supporting the learning of new service roles at runtime. During discovery of compatible players or during role request, components might discover components that play service roles with extended capabilities. This is expressed through the goals the service roles can achieve. Comparisons of goal ODAs make it possible to determine what service roles are “better”. In the case such service roles are discovered, the middleware informs the user that might use browsing (see below) to retrieve relevant service information. This mechanism enables services to be spread between peers at runtime, what we call peer-triggered self-update.
Ontology-based service browsing enables the user to search for new components. Browsing is initiated by the user and exploits information about specify device types and user preferences. The user specifies a set of desirable features. That specification is transformed in an ODA that is used by the middleware ontology support to identify service components with matching ODAs. The user can then browse through the list of identified components and retrieve their descriptions. The component descriptions are currently supplied by the component developer at design time. Alternatively they could be derived based on the component ODAs; this is an issue of future work. During browsing, the user can select the service components to be installed.

8.2 Using ontology driven artefacts at runtime

Beyond design time, the ontology driven artefacts (ODAs) and ontology-based techniques introduced in section 5.4 can also be exploited at runtime. The main application of ODAs at runtime relates to ontology-based service browsing. This functionality requires several underlying ontology techniques such as querying for services based on features, filtering upon user preferences and compatibility checking between components and devices. Another application of ODAs goes on behind the scene: the middleware exploits the ontology support to create relations between components by comparing their goals. These relations are then exploited to provide role learning support.

Most of the ODAs used at runtime are built at design time. The ontology runtime repository stores ODAs in the same form as defined at design time. Each ODA is defined as an ontology class stored in an OWL file. Some ODAs are built at runtime, like the ODAs representing user queries and user preferences. Service ODAs, component ODAs and device ODAs are ODA types that can be built for queries. ODAs are directly generated as OWL classes when being specified at runtime, and can thus be processed right away using the underlying ontology techniques.

The ODAs built at runtime use the terminology from the service domain ontology, and their structure follows the ODA meta-model. In that way, they are comparable with the ODAs defined at design time. For instance, a user preference is a class of services with specific features preferred or required by the user. In the case the user preference specifies that encryption is required, the services that do not provide encryption are filtered out during service discovery.

8.3 Validation at runtime

The most straightforward approach for guaranteeing compatibility of runtime compositions is to make decisions about what components can play in a service at design time, and to instantiate services adhere accordingly at runtime. This is an efficient approach at the cost of flexibility. An alternative approach is to perform provide advanced reasoning support to determine all potential compositions and validate them at runtime. This is a flexible approach at the cost of performance. We propose a mixed approach where models of service composition variants are available at runtime. This means that constraints are set on the service composition, but different compositions are allowed.

Different collaboration patterns may support users in achieving specific goals. For instance, a Traveller service can be connected directly to the Hotel and Plane service roles, or it can be connected to a Travel Agency service role (itself connected to Hotel and Plane service roles). We propose to represent these different collaboration patterns using collaboration frameworks and to exploit these frameworks at runtime to identify compositions of services roles that can interact together in a correct way. A collaboration framework specifies the service role types involved in the service collaboration, the relations between these types and the goal sequences that can be achieved in the service. A service role type is characterized by a set of semantic interfaces. A service is thus instantiated through the plugging of service role instances compliant to the types defined in a framework. The concept of collaboration framework is similar to component frameworks introduced by [34]. Composition frameworks are defined at design time. When a composition that fits a framework is found at runtime, some validation is still needed: the service role goal sequences should be consistent and the dependency graph should not contain any loop (see section 6.2.1). The validation techniques used at design time can be applied at runtime [11].

The current middleware implementation exploits compatibility and subtyping information derived from design time. This information is stored in the service provider repository. It is possible to deduce subtyping and compatibility relations from existing ones, as subtyping is a transitive relation. Collaboration frameworks were not implemented, due to the lack of resources.
9 Lessons Learned from Case Study

The assessment of the feasibility and adequacy of the SIMS engineering framework was undertaken by a case study at Gintel, a telecom software vendor. The methodology, tools and middleware were evaluated. In this section we explain the goals of the assessment and summarize the obtained results.

9.1 Goals of the assessment

The case study sought to answer a number of questions concerning the SIMS approach: i) the cost of introducing the approach in an organisation, ii) the benefits of the validation approach in finding behavioural errors early, iii) the cost of annotating components with ODAs, and finally iv) the combination of ontologies. The benefits of the approach in a setting with multiple stakeholders could not be assessed, as only one component developer was involved, and no software market place existed.

9.2 The trial service

The trial service developed for the assessment was from the transport delivery domain: a collaborative courier service, named cCourier. The service supports package delivery, and involves multiple users: a company that organises package delivery, customers who wish to place deliveries, places that represent destinations where packages can be picked up and delivered, and drivers who perform deliveries. Features include placing an order, selecting a driver, picking up and delivering a package, tracing a package, and chatting between drivers and places. The development required the specification of multiple service roles representing the different users involved, and the specification of multiple collaborations between these roles. The chat feature was developed in variants (with and without support for multimedia messaging) to allow an assessment of role learning.

9.3 The evaluation process

The cCourier service was designed using the top-down development process in Figure 3.2, since the service was developed from scratch. The evaluation process lasted for a period of 12 weeks, involving 4 people working half time. The work carried out during this period ranged from reading and getting familiar with the SIMS methodology, using the different tools, executing the developed services and discussing results in a post mortem. The work was conducted in close co-operation with the technology providers of the project; this was necessary as the tool chain was still immature.

None in the assessment team had prior knowledge of the theory developed in SIMS. The team was given the development guidelines developed within the project [14], in addition to a one-day introduction course and on-site support from one of the technology providers the first two days.

The assessment was lead by an experienced software engineer. The remaining members consisted of an experienced developer with a strength in programming (not modelling), and two juniors in their last year of MSc study, both eager programmers. All had an education background in telematics and were familiar with the concepts of reactive systems and state machine-based modelling.

A main requirement to the evaluation team was to assess the distinguishing features of the approach, such as creating dual semantic interfaces, checking for compatibility, adding ODAs and exploiting role learning. The validation features were utilized, among them detection and elimination of errors concerning mixed-initiatives, checking the compatibility of semantic interfaces, checking compliancy between semantic interfaces and service roles, and role learning.

The tools used were prototypes, and the evaluation team used a large part of their time reporting bugs in the tools and communicating with tool developers. These issues were factored out by the metrics collected. Details of the assessment process and metrics collected can be found in [35].

9.4 Results

The assessment has shown the feasibility of the SIMS engineering approach to model, implement and execute simple service components. Although the tool chain was unstable when the assessment started, it was capable of supporting the development methodology. Also the middleware support for service instantiation, discovery and browsing worked well. The results are summarised in the following table.
Table 9.1: Evaluation activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Case study metrics</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Introduction of modelling and validation approach comes at a modest price | learning time for methods | 30 hours per person | • Method fairly easy to learn  
• UML2 notation simple to use  
• Top-down process easy  
• Service design simple |
|                                                                          | tool installation time   | 50 hours        | • Problems with immature tools                                                                |
| Behavioural validation detects and helps fix tricky interaction problems early | # errors found during validation | 4 errors | • Errors easy to find, and with modest effort  
• No behavioural errors in resulting code  
• Tools could be improved |
|                                                                          | validation time (find and correct errors) | 40 hours (5%) |                                                                                           |
| Enforcing the well-formedness of interfaces does not restrict the possibilities to make useful designs. | desirable behaviour ruled out | 0 | • Possible to express all behaviours needed  
• Design rules help to focus on correctness |
|                                                                          | specification and design time | 150 hours |                                                                                           |
| Creating ODAs comes at a modest price                                    | time defining ODAs      | 20 hours (2.5%) | • Ontology tools easy to use  
• Possible to use terms from different ontologies |
| New ontologies easy to make                                              | Effort to make courier ontology | 25 hours (3%) | • Technically easy to make new (toy) ontology |

9.4.1 Modelling and validation approach

The main benefit of the service engineering approach is its ability to check inconsistency between interfaces and components. The evaluation team found the validation support to be very useful. The main advantages identified by the case study are:

- The use of UML2 proposed by SIMS is simple; designers with some experience of using UML and state machines found it easy to use for modelling the service.
- The development process was simple to understand and the actual service specification work was the easiest task of the assessment.
- The support provided to identify errors concerning mixed initiatives was useful. Despite the simple service design, logical errors were nonetheless made in the design. The SIMS approach makes it easy to identify such easy-to-commit design errors and to eliminate them at early design stages.

The main shortcomings were tool issues including: lacking support for modelling the component logic; lacking support for modelling user interfaces and for connecting user interface code to service role implementations.

9.4.2 Use of ontologies

The developers created ODAs to annotate their design models; this was simple and required little effort. The ODAs were found to be usable when browsing for service components. Ontology-based discovery was used to choose among service components that offered chat with or without multimedia messages, and for selecting the components that could run on the appropriate device (PC or mobile device).

As the telecommunication service ontology developed in the project did not provide all concepts needed for the cCourier service, a new toy ontology related to the courier service domain was provided by the project. This allowed us to create ODAs using concepts from two combined ontologies, namely the telecommunication service ontology and the courier service ontology.
9.4.3 Validity of assessment

The assessment of SIMS was limited to a single organisation over a short period of time (4 people for 12 weeks working half their time on the assessment, with a total of 835 hours of effort). The metrics were based on status reports filled in by the evaluation team members at the end of each evaluation day.

The positive results regarding the usefulness of the methods for modelling, validating and using ontologies are based on the viewpoints of the people involved. On the downside were challenges due to immature tools and platform problems, as can be expected when research projects provide tools and middleware solutions. Care was taken to single these factors out during the assessment.

Regarding the combination of ontologies, the toy ontology for the courier service only took 2-3 days to develop, complete with analysis of the domain, implementation in Protégé, and integration with the SIMS telecoms ontology. However, merging an existing third-party ontology could be very demanding. This issue is discussed in [17].

10 Related Work

In this section, we compare the work of SIMS to other representative and related efforts. As our work provides a comprehensive solution to service modelling and validation, we cover a number of research topics. We first consider other model-driven service engineering approaches, and note that they mainly focus on consumer-provider services, not on collaborative services. Significant in our approach are the concepts of goal and role. Although they are not specific to our approach, few software engineers seem to be familiar with them. In sections 10.2 and 10.3, we explain how we relate to other uses of these concepts. After discussing the overall approach and the concepts, we go through the main techniques in our approach. In sections 10.3 and 10.4 we consider ontology-based techniques and behavioural compatibility checking in the context of software engineering. Then, in sections 10.5 and 10.6, we narrow the scope to service engineering and discuss service discovery and service composition. Service discovery and composition have received much attention in the web service domain. Some techniques exploit ontologies for describing services, but the formalisation of the behavioural semantics of services and their compositions has been neglected, unlike in our approach.

10.1 Model-driven service engineering

The service engineers, the people who create service logic, can fulfill narrow time and cost constraints only if they have access to powerful development tools supporting efficient modelling, consistency checking, validation, and automated code generation. Nonetheless, industrial service engineering is still largely implementation-oriented without any clear separation between service logic and implementation detail. Service logic is often developed by coding more or less directly in terms of platforms such as Java EE [36] or Web Services [37], resulting in platform dependency, low portability, and, for client–server platforms, a somewhat restricted range of service functionality. This is a paradox, since service orientation essentially means focusing on service functionality and hiding implementation details. In the model-driven architecture, one strongly argues the case for developing platform-independent models that are transformed into alternative implementations, more or less automatically [38]. This understanding is a driving force in SIMS.

Model driven approaches to service engineering are still in their infancy. Most of the approaches developed for service modelling focus on consumer-provider services, and not on collaborative services (see section 3.2). This is the case of SOAD (Service Oriented Analysis and Design [39]) that was developed by IBM. The idea was to combine OOAD (Object-Oriented Analysis and Design), EA (Enterprise Architecture) and BPM (Business Process Modelling) in a hybrid approach in order to support SOA deployment. This idea was further developed in SOMA (Service Oriented Modelling and Architecture [40]), where services, flows and components realizing services are identified. SOMA adopts a more traditional SOA approach taking into account business dimensions: it makes a clear separation between providers and consumers, while services are exposed to business partners for composition. The methodology describes a business-driven top-down approach, combined with and IT-based bottom-up approach (where existing services can be reused). The SOMA was later combined with the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [41] to give birth to RUP for SOA. RUP is an iterative methodology defining active phases (actions to perform) and passive phases (artefacts, areas and roles involved). Different stages cover the whole life cycle of a project, from the business modelling to the implementation, with side aspects like management and environment. Hence RUP for SOA, presented
as a plug-in in Rational Method Composer [42], is seen as RUP augmented with Service-Oriented content. It covers a broader domain than ours, particularly on business issues.

Similarly to us, several of UML-based approaches for service modelling exploit the concept of UML2 collaborations. Kramler & al. [43] propose to use UML2 collaborations for modelling web service collaboration protocols, and activity and interaction diagrams for more detailed specification. Closer to our approach, Kraemer and Herrmann [44] specify reactive systems with UML2 collaborations for structural properties, and UML2 activities for behavioural aspects. However, the authors focus on design time, while we take advantage of service goals to discover useful compositions and compatibility relations to check composition consistency at runtime. Also Ermagan and Krüger [45] consider services to be collaborations between roles. They introduce a UML2 profile for the specification of service-oriented architectures. However they do not seem to exploit the capability of composition of collaborations (i.e. using UML2 collaboration uses). The definition of a UML Profile and Metamodel for services (SoaML) is an OMG specification in its finalization phase [46]. The SIMS project has contributed to this work, and has especially the influenced the introduction of the Milestone concept (this corresponds to the SIMS role goal concept). The Milestone concept represents something quite new in the UML domain as milestones are concepts that are not functionally necessary, but still has an operational definition. Structural modelling in SoaML and SIMS are similar. SoaML service contracts correspond to SIMS elementary collaborations, and service architectures to composite collaborations. SoaML does not provide guidelines for behaviour specification, which SIMS does.

In terms of modelling of collaborations, we might also consider interaction diagrams such as the ITU-T MSC language in 1994 [47]. However, interactions alone do not really cover structural aspects nor provide flexible binding of interfaces to roles in the way now made possible using UML2 collaborations. While interaction diagrams provide a cross-cutting view of a service, they become often too fragmented or too detailed to be easily understood. Our approach abstracts the cross-cutting view on the service using collaborations and goal sequences, and describes the detailed behaviour of interfaces using state machines.

10.2 The concept of goals

Goals have been extensively used in the engineering domain to capture, analyze, validate and document the properties a system should have [48, 49]. Similarly goals are proposed in service modelling to represent the properties desired by the user [50, 51]. While the term goal is a concept related to the user, capability is used in relation with the service and represents what the service does. In their conceptual service framework Quartel & al. [50] suggest that the definition of the user goal should provide a high-level description of the service, this to facilitate the discovery of services. They propose an abstraction level at which a service is modelled as a single interaction, that somehow matches an elementary collaboration in our work. However, these approaches to goal orientation do not seem to be concerned with interaction behaviour between distributed cooperating components. To the best of our knowledge, no one has used goal sequences before to represent the overall functionality of services and the dependencies between elementary collaborative behaviours.

Goals associated to components and represented in the state machines are similar to progress labels introduced by Holzmann [52] and can be exploited to validate the liveness properties of interacting state machines. Related to our work and also building upon on [3], Castejón and Bræk extend the concept of goal sequences allowing the unambiguous specification of services solely using collaborations and goal sequences (but not state machines) [53]. Their aim is to develop abstract service models that can be used for early detection of errors, such as implied scenarios. Their approach focuses on service composition at design time. Differently we consider discovery and composition at runtime and therefore need more simple service representations.

10.3 The concept of roles

The role concept was introduced at the end of the 70’s in the context of data modelling [54] and emerged again in the object-oriented literature. Using roles for functional modelling of collaborations was of primary concern in the OORAM methodology [55], and was one of the inputs influencing the UML work on collaborations in the OMG. Within tele-service engineering it has been a long-standing convention to describe telephone services using role names like A and B or caller and callee. The concept of service role in SIMS both stems from OORAM and the telecom tradition.
In [56], Bræk classified different uses of the role concept, and pointed out that UML1 was too restrictive, since a Classifier-Role could bind to only one classifier, and was not an independent concept that could be re-used by different classes. As part of collaborations UML2 introduces flexible binding of classifiers to collaboration roles. SIMS exploits this when binding service roles to semantic interfaces allowing reuse of semantic interfaces and components to service roles.

10.4 Ontology-based techniques

The application of ontologies in SIMS is an original merge of different kinds of ontology-based techniques. Using the classification proposed in the survey of ontologies’ applications in software engineering [57], we cover both ontology-enabled development (at design time) and ontology-enabled architecture (at runtime). An ODA that describes a kind of a resource is expressed as an OWL class. A similar approach is used in Semantic Web Services [58, 59]. An alternative is to describe resources as OWL individuals [60]. The class-based approach allows us to exploit a variety of class constructs defined in OWL. In that way more expressive and precise descriptions of resources can be described than when using individuals. The ODA class is a complex structure that is constructed by combining basic concepts from a domain ontology. It extends our previous work presented in [61].

Benefits from ontology-enabled development have been collected by Deridder and Wouters [62] who point out that using a precise terminology defined in an ontology to annotate software entities overcomes the ambiguity of the programming and modelling languages. This is especially beneficial in the case of complex services and large service systems, where component development usually involves different developers. Happel and others [63] present how software artefacts with especially focus on software libraries can be easily reused if properly annotated with ontologies. The authors exploit ontology-based queries as a flexible and powerful means to acquire desirable information. In our approach, we support reuse in a similar way with queries represented using ODAs. Using ontologies in software engineering is addressed by the W3C in [64]. Several use cases described in the W3C document (e.g., “Software Lifecycle Support”) are covered in our approach.

10.5 Checking behavioural compatibility

Our validation approach is based partial techniques that were initially proposed by authors of this paper in separate works [25, 65]. Our work extends these results aiming at a tight integration of the validation approach in the development process and at a simplification of the validation concepts and their alignment with the modelling concepts. The extraction of interface dependencies and the validation of liveness properties were developed in SIMS.

Proving the absence of deadlock when assembling components is a difficult task. The work closest to our idea of semantic interface dependencies is, to our knowledge, the one of [66]. The authors have the interesting approach to specify compositions using Open Petri Nets (i.e. Petri Nets extended with input and output places). They are able to detect deadlock configurations. However, their work is focused on service trees, where components may invoke other components and wait for their answer, hence producing a service tree. Our component model is more flexible, as we allow components to coordinate their behaviour in a collaborative manner. This allows more complex composition patterns.

10.6 Service discovery

Service discovery is usually defined as the capability to discover services offered by software components in a network. It covers description of services, registration of service descriptions of deployed services and querying for deployed services satisfying the description of a needed service. The discovery of compatible component instances in our approach covers these mechanisms. As component instances are entities that can be managed by different parties, it is suitable to compare this kind of discovery with service discovery in contemporary SOA. Additionally to traditional service discovery, our approach provides support for learning new behaviours (see section 8.1).

In the web service domain, intensive research work aims at the automation of service discovery and composition. Basis web technologies based on WSDL [67] operate at a syntactic level and therefore require human interaction. The semantic Markup for Web Services (OWL-S) [68] and the Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [51] are results of that research effort. OWL-S is a widely used approach for service semantic modelling, which consists of a set of ontologies for describing services and reasoning over these descriptions. OWL-S consists of three levels. First, the Service Profile provides a
human readable description of the functional aspects of the service by specifying its inputs and outputs, information about the service provider, a quality rating, and other attributes used for service discovery. Second, the Service Model describes the service's operations including the sets of inputs, outputs, pre-conditions and results of the service execution. Finally, the Service Grounding deals with implementation details such as communication protocol, message formats, and port numbers. OWL-S lacks a formal specification of a logical formalism to define rules and logical expressions, in particular for describing relations of inputs and outputs or preconditions and postconditions respectively [69].

WSMO is a framework for semantic descriptions of Web Services and acts as a meta-model for services based on the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [70]. Four elements are defined for the description of Web Services. First, ontologies provides the concepts and relationships used by the other three elements. Second, goals define the user objectives and expectations from the Web Services. Third, Web Service descriptions define service capabilities. Capabilities include the semantic description of a variety of properties such as non-functional properties (e.g. financial or security aspects), pre- and post-conditions and interface behaviours. Finally, mediators aim at solving all the interoperability problems that arise. Although detailed service descriptions are needed for a precise service discovery, unlike our goals WSMO does not provide any abstract description of services that would facilitate a quick initial discovery of potential, relevant services. The detailed interface behaviours, called choreographies in WSMO, are described using UML state machines in our work. We have intentionally avoided replication between UML models and ontology artefacts. We do not define the semantics of each message using ontologies, but this could be done in the same way as for goals.

Related to the quality of service discovery, Klein and Bernstein [71] propose a process-based approach based on service behaviour description. Their aim is to provide techniques that support a higher level of precision than traditional techniques, i.e. matching the real user needs. They claim to obtain better results than in concept-based approaches that make use of ontologies. Although they focus on services as defined in client-server architectures, this result is of interest with respect to discovery of compatible components in SIMS. Discovery in SIMS combines the concept-based and behaviour-based approaches. Collaboration goals can be expressed using ontologies, and thus are appropriate for concept-based discovery approaches. Discovery based on semantic interface descriptions are similar to process-based discovery.

10.7 Service composition

Service composition is usually defined as the capability to combining several simple services into a more complex service. It covers languages to describe compositions, platform support for the selection of suitable instances for the participating services and mechanisms for binding services together. Thomas Erl distinguishes between two types of composition: service orchestration and choreography, where the coordination of a composition is centralized in orchestration and distributed in choreography [12]. This view is also followed by WS-CDL [72]. It differs however from other views, e.g., in WSMO [51], where choreography refers to the Web service interface defining message exchanged when a user consumes the service. SoaML [46] also considers choreography to be a specification of what is transmitted between parties. A service in our approach can be considered as a choreography of component instances according to the definition of choreography proposed by Erl.

WS-CDL is the representative choreography language defined by W3C. The main criticism of WS-CDL is its lack of formal grounding [73]. Several works have extended WS-CDL with formal semantic, for example, by modelling WS-CDL specifications using the Pi-calculus [74] or FSP process algebra [75]. Validation and verification is then performed through the use of formal process model checking techniques. For example, [75] is based on FSP process algebra for verification of deadlock free and other safety properties such as obligations. These approaches however are not applicable at runtime. They do not either have equivalent methods for liveness validation in the way that goals and goal sequences do in our approach.

It is also typical to consider orchestration as local view of a single service and choreography as global view of multiple interacting services [75, 76]. An effective engineering approach is to define the global description of choreography and then extract local description for each participant as orchestration. Such an approach is followed by [76, 77]. In [77], the translation based on endpoint projection is used to generate orchestrations from a given choreography, and conformance validation is the verification of process refinement between orchestrations. In addition, it claims that some conditions must be satisfied to realize local enforceability. [76] provides a similar approach to model choreography and to develop services based on such models. It defines choreography (global model) using Let’s Dance [78], a language derived from workflow and architecture description languages. It provides algorithms to
translate the global model to local model and focuses on validation of local enforceability of the global model. These existing approaches have not addressed the challenges of mixed initiatives. In addition, they focus mostly on translation from the global description to the local description and the conformance validation targeted on local enforceability of global specification. Our approach emphasizes the active role of a participant in the choreography and recognizes the challenges of mixed initiatives. It also provides mechanisms to specify and validate usefulness as expressed by goals and goal sequences.

11 Conclusions and Future Work

Today’s software is not solely developed by tightly collaborating development teams that have control over all parts of the system under development. Moreover the composition of software systems is no longer an activity that is solely performed at design time. Software composition is frequently performed at runtime in many kinds of systems and for various purposes such as ubiquitous computing and autonomic computing. Open source software initiatives and service-oriented architectures are enablers of these trends and contribute to the establishment of open development and runtime environments where software can be assembled out of independent reusable software units either at design time or at runtime. Open environments pose new challenges to component developers, service providers and end users. The SIMS project has addressed some of them: that of promoting and facilitating reuse of components, and that of guaranteeing compatibility of composed systems. To that end, SIMS has developed a comprehensive engineering framework that includes a model-driven development approach and runtime support and has shown the viability of the approach for the engineering of mobile services.

Considering the requirements listed in section 2, SIMS has achieved significant results:

- We exploit ontologies to establish a common meaning of terms of a domain and provide ontology-based methods and tools to let developers describe or search for service entities. This is a foundation for open development and runtime environments where stakeholders can publish and share service artefacts.

- We propose UML-based modelling techniques to specify services formally, and provide validation techniques in order to validate the service behaviour. This is a foundation for open development environments where service specifiers can share service specifications or parts of specifications.

- We also use UML to describe formally the components that realize the services, and provide validation techniques in order to check compliancy between components and service specifications. This is a foundation for open development and runtime environments where components developers can create independent and reusable components, and users install components that behave consistently in a service.

- We propose a runtime platform that supports discovery, deployment and consistency checking. SIMS runtime support can achieve viral propagation of service components, offering component developers new and efficient ways of deploying their components. This a foundation for open runtime environments where service providers can publish services and end users discover and install components, and then collaborate consistently in services.

Although the SIMS project has provided important foundations towards an open software marketplace, the full creation of the open marketplace itself was out of the scope of the project. For instance, we do not provide any infrastructure including repositories and associated mechanisms, e.g. business models, trust management and privacy management. We have sketched initial solutions to addresses scalability, but not performed any detailed scalability study.

Furthermore, since the goals and requirements of the SIMS project were introduced, new technology and platforms have been introduced additional requirements and opportunities. For example, the Android project is a relevant representation of an open development marketplace. Android does not address important service engineering activities, such as service modelling and validation, and could thus benefit from the SIMS results.

While the SIMS project had focus on service engineering techniques, three of the four organisations contributing to this article have recently started a new research project, UbiCompForAll [79], which addresses service composition from a user viewpoint. The idea is to exploit the foundations for service discovery, composition and validation to let non-IT professional users create and compose themselves
services. In this project the results of the SIMS project are exploited in a long-term and continuing research where we pursue the idea of open service environments even further.
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